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The six wives of King Henry VIII of England may not have been so lucky the first time 
around, but they’re being given new life at the hands of local burlesque collective Bring in 
the Girls.  
A follow-up from their tremendously successful run at the 2011 Fringe Theatre Festival, 
Bring in the Girls’ burlesque theatre production Tudor Queens: A Burlesque is making a 
triumphant return to the stage at the Canoe Theatre Festival. A sexy and poetic take on the 
scandalous story of the infamous English monarch, the show started as an experiment by 
Delia Barnett and Ellen Chorley, two friends and veterans of Edmonton’s theatre 
community. It’s since evolved from a small-stage Fringe favourite to a daring and seductive 
interpretation of one of history’s most dramatic relationships. And according to 
Barnett, Tudor Queens has undergone some exciting changes for the upcoming festival. 
“It’s grown up; it’s not a little cranky teenager anymore,” she explains. “It’s a real adult, a 
grown woman. It has its own apartment now.” 
That new apartment, if you will, is the larger C103 venue, which allowed for two new 
dancers, new glitzy costumes and choreography and a renewed enthusiasm for local 
burlesque. 
But at its heart, the show’s story remains much the same. Tudor Queens focuses on the 
former six queens of England, trapped together in purgatory for 400 years and forced to 
perform a nightly play for King Henry VIII. Tensions arise, and as they strip their clothing 
and inhibitions, what remains is each wife’s distinctive personality, as interpreted by the 
bubbly and flamboyant burlesque actors. 
The story of King Henry VIII’s madness and brutal relationship with his multiple wives has 
been told in multiple mediums over the years — television, film and literature. Tudor 
Queensaims to emphasize the saucier side of these famous relationships through the live, 
fun and carefree atmosphere of theatre burlesque. Playing the role of Jane Seymour, Henry 
VIII’s third wife, Chorley says the taunting and teasing nature of burlesque strongly depends 
on audience reaction. 
“We were attracted to burlesque because we liked the performance format of it. We liked 
that there was a sort of play with the audience,” Chorley says. “We found that it was similar 
to clown in a lot of ways, (but) instead of a clown nose, it’s a lot of glitter. It’s more about the 
tease and the connection with the audience and the swagger. We totally feed off the 
audience.” 
So far, audiences have responded enthusiastically to the comical yet sexy burlesque show, 
often filling the room with plenty of “hooting and hollering.” And while the play involves 
various degrees of nudity, Chorley believes everyone can enjoy burlesque — regardless of 
age, gender or theatre experience. In fact, Chorley explains that during their first run at the 
Fringe, the audience was “filled with grey-haired people and they were loving it.” 
Barnett, who plays the role of Katherine Howard, the fifth wife of Henry VIII, believes the 
sexy nature of the show is what initially drew people in to their first run at the 2011 Fringe 
Festival, and the historical lesson is what left the audience enamoured. But what does the 
art of the strip tease have to do with 16th century noblewomen? Barnett, a self-proclaimed 
history buff, claims burlesque is a form of expression and empowerment, and an 
appropriate way of interpreting the personalities of these well-educated queens. 



“The queens were very well read, smart, witty and they spoke all these different languages. 
That wit that they had as high-born women sort of lends itself to a play and to the burlesque 
form,” Barnett says. 
“The burlesque feeds in because in some ways, the queens can’t verbally say some things, 
but they can physically express themselves,” Chorley adds. “It reminds me of a musical in a 
way, where things get so heightened that they can’t talk any more and have to dance it out, if 
you will. Things get so intense.” 
Tudor Queens certainly promises a healthy eyeful of titillating female form, but aside from 
the seductive dance numbers, the ladies have made a strong effort to keep the play true to 
history, immensely entertaining and even a little bit educational for everyone. 
“It’s fiction, so we take some liberties,” Barnett explains. “But for the most part, it’s actually 
relatively historically accurate. It’s kind of like a history lesson — but a fun one.” 
	  


